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Who we are
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Marco Müller
Data Scientist
+41 79 176 49 50
marco.mueller@adesso.ch

Erman Akca
Data Scientist
+41 77 999 6245
erman.akca@adesso.ch

adesso Schweiz AG
› about 370 employees

› CHF 73 million*

adesso SE
› about 5‘300 employees

› EUR 523 million*

* sales 2020



The key questions in our talk
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What is customer churn and why is it important?

Who is affected?

What can be done to prevent it?

How can artificial intelligence help?

How can the implementation be structured?

Which data, features, models can be used?

Insights from an PoC project!

General project description

Comparison of prediction results



What is customer churn?
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“Customer churn, sometimes also called as customer attrition, is when 
customers left your company or stopped using your company's product or 

service during a certain time frame.”

It’s important to be clear about when you consider somebody to have churned.

Some sales cycles are longer than others.

For each product and service you provide, fit your churn definition to your typical sales cycle.



Why does customer churn matters? 
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Increasing customer 
retention rates by 5%

increases profits by 25%
to 95%
Havard Business School

The probability of selling to an 

existing customer is 3x
higher than to sell to a new 

one.
KPMG

It costs 5xmore to acquire 
new customers than it does 

to keep an existing one.
Forrester

https://hbswk.hbs.edu/archive/the-economics-of-e-loyalty
https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2020/01/home.html
https://go.forrester.com/
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Everyone
is victim

Why do customers leave?

• Customer service
• Quality
• Price
• Functionality
• Convenience
• Needs changed
• …

Victims of customer churn



Pay attention to complaints

Reward loyalty

Know who is at risk

Offer incentives

...

Improve customer experience

Engage with your customers

Recognize your best customers

Educate your customers

Target the right audience

Offer long term contracts

…

Define your most valuable customers

Analyze why churn occurs

Customer churn is not a problem, it is just a challenge…
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Strategies to successfully prevent customer churn



…and there exists a solution to address these challenges!

Traditional approach New approach
• Structured data
• Static data and metrics
• Statistics

Understand the drivers of customer churn
Automatically identify at-risk customers
Explain prediction for each customer at-risk individually
Derive optimal rules and thresholds for taking action based on the prediction results
Automatically create alerts, e.g., in CRM system and take immediate action for closed-loop follow-up

Best-of-breed

“An AI solution helps to accomplish the key elements of churn prevention.”
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• Structure + unstructured data
• Machine Learning (ML)
• Natural Language Processing (NLP)

Provides the best of both approaches to 
optimal address the customers need

21.10.2021



Simplified implementation process

› Identify right data 
sources

› Inspect data, check 
quality

› Clean data sets

› Descriptive 
analytics

› Engineer new 
features

› Identify best 
features

› Prepare data set 
for modelling

› Types of features:
› Demographic

› Financials

› Transactions

› …
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› Select the right 
model

› Optimize the 
model parameters

› Validate algorithm 
results

› Stop training at 
defined breakpoint

› Evaluate outcome

› Compare results 
with final objective

› Highlight insights

› Define action-plan 
for next steps

Use Case Data Features Model Insights

› Understand the 
situation

› Define customer 
churn

› Check pre-
conditions and 
challenges

› Define final 
objective

21.10.2021

Note: simplified version of CRISP-DM (Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining)



Extract of example algorithms

Logistic regression

Simple and fast

Feature relevance is explainable

Nearest neighbors

Stable and explainable but less performant

Need to determine number of nearest neighbors

Decision trees

Intuitive, explainable and easy to prepare

Effective implementations available, e.g. gradient boosting

Neural networks

Vary in complexity, but very promising results

Hard to explain the results (black box)

?
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Client: mobility service provider

Sample number of clients: ~5 millions

History of data: 2 years

Period of leaver prediction: up-to 3 months

Learning approach: supervised learning

Classification type: binary (leaver & non-leaver)

Evaluation metrics: accuracy, precision, recall, f1-score

Number of input features: ~600 (extracted and derived)

Number of features after RFE*: ~100

PoC project description

Note: * RFE = recursive feature elimination

21.10.2021
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How good is the leaver prediction?

› „No cancellation“ with 94% accuracy (imbalanced data set)

› Decision tree provides reliable results

› Mostly 20% of cancellation recognized correctly

› Trade-off between precision and recall

21.10.2021

Note: * this means the “model” always predicts “no cancellation”
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Which features are importance for the leaver prediction?

Note: prediction metrices derived with decision tree classifier

21.10.2021
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How does customer age impacts cancellation?
21.10.2021
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How many months in the future can we predict?

Note: prediction metrices derived with decision tree classifier

› Precision and recall drop significantly after 3 months

› Results can be leveraged for marketing activities

21.10.2021



Conclusion
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What is customer churn and why is it important?

Who is affected? Every company!

What can be done to prevent it? Leverage the potential of AI!

How can artificial intelligence help?

How can the implementation be structured? Just start! (good practice: use CRISP-DM)

Which data, features, models can be used? Try, measure, learn!



Thank you!
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